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What	  is	  the	  dark	  maTer?	  

•  Dark	  maTer	  exists	  and	  its	  nature	  is	  unknown	  
– Characterized	  by	  bulk	  density	  and	  lack	  of	  interac[ons	  

•  Possible	  clues	  from	  details	  of	  its	  clustering	  
–  	  Difficul[es	  of	  CDM	  on	  small	  scales	  may	  be	  a	  clue	  

•  But	  we	  need	  microphysical	  proof	  for	  iden[fica[on	  
– Decay	  or	  annihila[on	  can	  produce	  dis[nc[ve	  signals	  
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Sterile	  Neutrino	  Dark	  MaTer	  
•  keV-‐mass	  sterile	  neutrinos	  may	  be	  good	  candidates	  
– Can	  create	  in	  the	  early	  universe	  
– Can	  resolve	  small-‐scale	  clustering	  issues	  

•  These	  actually	  have	  microphysical	  signals	  
–  	  ScaTering,	  annihila[on	  hopeless	  
–  	  But	  slow	  decay	  rate	  produces	  gamma	  rays	  

•  Lots	  of	  limits	  on	  such	  scenarios	  
– From	  details	  of	  produc[on	  and	  clustering	  
– From	  non-‐observa[on	  of	  X-‐rays	  
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Sterile	  Neutrino	  Decays	  
•  Primary	  Decay	  

	  
•  Radia[ve	  Decay	  
– Spectral	  line!	  
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near the Milky Way center (Schödel et al. 2002). Nevertheless, the existence of such a sterile

neutrino halo at the centers of protogalaxies may still be possible. Sterile neutrinos decay
into lighter neutrinos and photons, and provide mass to fuel the growth of supermassive
blackholes. However, since most of these sterile neutrinos may have either decayed or fallen

into the supermassive blackhole, the total mass of the sterile neutrino halo at the galactic
center becomes very small (! 106M!) at present. Moreover, the existence of decaying sterile

neutrinos may help to solve the cooling flow problem in clusters (Chan and Chu 2007) as
well as reionization in the universe (Hansen and Haiman 2004). Therefore it is worthwhile

to discuss the consequences of the existence of massive sterile neutrinos at the centers of
protogalaxies, which decay into light neutrinos and photons.

On the other hand, recent observations have led to some tight relations between the
central black hole masses MBH,f and velocity dispersions σ in the bulges of galaxies. These

relations can be summarized as log(MBH,f/M!) = α log(σ/200 km s−1) + β, where α is
found to be 3.75 ± 0.3 (Gebhardt et al. 2000) and 4.8 ± 0.5 (Ferrarese and Merritt 2000)
by two different groups. Tremaine et al. (2002) reanalysed both sets of data and obtained

α = 4.02 ± 0.32 and β = 8.13 ± 0.06. These results indicate that blackhole formation
may be related to galaxy formation, which challenges existing galaxy formation theories

(Adams et al. 2001).

This relation has been derived in recent theoretical models (Adams et al. 2001; MacMillan and Henriksen

2002; Robertson et al. 2005; Murray et al. 2005; King 2005, 2003). We assume that a de-
generate sterile neutrino halo exists in the center of a protogalaxy. There are two different

decay modes for sterile neutrinos νs. The major decaying channel is νs → 3ν with decay
rate (Barger et al. 1995; Boyarsky et al. 2008)

Γ3ν =
G2

F

384π3
sin2 2θm5

s = 1.77 × 10−20 sin2 2θ
( ms

1 keV

)5

s−1, (1)

where GF and θ are the Fermi constant and mixing angle of sterile neutrino with active neu-
trinos respectively. The minor decaying channel is νs → ν + γ with decay rate (Barger et al.

1995; Boyarsky et al. 2008)

Γ =
9αG2

F

1024π4
sin2 2θm5

s = 1.38 × 10−22 sin2 2θ
( ms

1 keV

)5

s−1 ≈
1

128
Γ3ν , (2)

where α is the fine structure constant. It is quite difficult to detect the active neutrinos

produced in the major decaying channel. Therefore, we focus on observational consequence
of the radiative decay of the sterile neutrinos with rest mass ms ≥ 10 keV. They emit high

energy photons (≈ ms/2) which heat up the surrounding gas so that hydrostatic equilibrium
of the latter is maintained. The sterile neutrino halo also provides mass to form a super-

massive blackhole from a small seed blackhole. Without any further assumption, α ≈ 4 is
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Sterile'neutrino'dark'maEer'limits'

Present'and'Future'Neutrino'Physics'2014,'KITP' Shunsaku'Horiuchi' 17'

Boyarsky'et'al'(2009)'
See'also'e.g.,'Kusenko'2009'

XDray'limits'
TargeMng'radiaMve'decays'of''
sterile'neutrino'(νs):'

   νs'!'νa'+'γ"

PhaseDspace'limits'
Limited'phaseDspace'packing'
gives'a'lower'mass'limit'(c.f.'
Pauli'exclusion'principle)'
'

BBN'limits'
Lepton'asymmetry'cannot'be'
too'large,'disrupts'4He'
'

Limits'not'shown:'
•  Subhalo'counMng'
•  LymanDα'probes'of'small'

scale'power'

Limited	  range	  of	  proper[es	  allowed	  
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•  Bounded	  from	  all	  sides!	  

Produc[on	  
Method	  

Galaxies/	  
Structures	  



Search	  for	  Decay	  signals	  
•  Use	  X-‐ray	  telescope	  to	  point	  at	  Dark	  MaTer	  Clumps	  
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where ⌧s = 1/�s is the lifetime, ⇢
�

= 0.4GeV cm�3 is
the local dark matter mass density, R

�

= 8.5 kpc is the
Sun’s distance to the GC, and dN/dE = �(E � ms/2)
is the dark matter decay spectrum. The first term in
the bracket is the Galactic component. The so-called
J-factor, J ( ), is the integral of the dark matter mass
density ⇢ in the Milky Way halo along the line-of-sight,
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where `max is the outer limit of the dark matter halo.
We assume the dark matter distribution is spherically
symmetric about the GC, hence
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The value of `max di↵ers depending on the adopted
halo model, but the contribution to J ( ) from beyond
⇠ 30 kpc is negligible. We adopt `max = 250 kpc in this
work.

The second term in the bracket of Eq. (3) describes the
isotropic extragalactic component, where E0 = E(1+ z).
The factor R

EG

roughly compares the contribution of the
extragalactic component versus the Galactic component,
up to the shape of the energy spectrum.
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Normally, the extragalactic component can be ignored
as typically the analysis region is chosen to be a small
patch of the sky where the Galactic component is much
larger (e.g., the GC, where J � 1). However, in our
case, the large FOV of the GBM makes the extragalactic
component non-negligible.

The dark matter density profile ⇢(r) of the Milky Way
is not precisely known, in particular at small Galactic
radius. We consider several fitting functions that cap-
ture the results of numerical simulations of dark matter
halo profiles, which can be parameterized by the follow-
ing form,
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where parameters for commonly used profiles are sum-
marized in Table I. Another profile favored by recent
simulations is the Einasto profile,
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with ↵E = 0.17 and scale radius Rs = 20 kpc. These
profiles di↵er mainly at small Galactic radius. The first
three profiles have constant logarithmic slopes at small
radii, which are described by the � factor. The Einasto
profile has the same slope as the NFW profile at the scale
radius, but the slope decreases as the radius decreases.
In Fig. 1, we show the J-factor J ( ) for each dark mat-

ter profile as a function of the angle  viewed away from
the GC. The di↵erences between profiles are relatively
small, because the density ⇢ appears linearly in the de-
cay flux (as opposed to in the annihilation flux where the
density appears quadratically). We use the NFW profile
as our canonical profile in this work. As will be shown
in Sec. III B, the impact of varying the profile is minimal
after taking into account the detector response and the
FOV. Thus the sterile neutrino constraint obtained using
GBM is robust against dark matter profile uncertainties.
A crude estimate of the expected number of photons

⌫� per unit time T from Galactic dark matter decay is
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where we use representative values for the e↵ective area
and solid angle, the J-factor at  = 60�, J

60

, and a
nominal sterile neutrino mixing angle. It is immediately
clear that even a small fraction of the total Fermi-GBM
live time can yield significant number of signal photons.

III. INSTRUMENT AND SIGNAL MODELING

A. GBM Instrumentation

The GBM consists of 14 detectors: 12 NaI detec-
tors, each operating over energies from 8 keV to 1MeV,
and 2 BGO detectors, each operating over energies from
200 keV to 40MeV. The NaI detectors are located on the
corners and sides of the spacecraft, with di↵erent ori-
entations, and they together provide a nearly complete
coverage of the occulted sky. At any given time, typi-
cally 3–4 NaI detectors view the Earth within 60 degrees
of the detector zenith, i.e., their FOV is occulted by the
Earth.
Not all of the NaI detectors are best suited for dark

matter searches. At first consideration, det-0 and det-6
would seem to be the best detectors to use since they are
aligned close to the LAT zenith (' 20� o↵set). However,
we find that significant parts of the FOV of these two de-
tectors are actually blocked by the LAT itself. Also, half
of the detectors are pointed towards the Sun all the time,
and X-ray emissions from the Sun contaminate their low
energy spectrum. Lastly, some detectors are pointed side-
ways, i.e. ' 90� relative the LAT-zenith, which su↵er
large FOV blockage from the Earth. Ruling out these de-
tectors, only det-7 and det-9 seem to be suitable, which

X-‐ray	  Flux	  	  	  	  	  	  =	  	  

Par[cle	  Physics	   Spectral	  Shape	  

The	  amount	  of	  
Dark	  MaTer	  
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Latest	  claim	  (2014):	  a	  3.5	  keV	  line!	  
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Anomalous'XIray'line'detecTons'

Present'and'Future'Neutrino'Physics'2014,'KITP' Shunsaku'Horiuchi' 19'

•  73'galaxy'clusters'stacked'
•  Range'z'='0.01'to'0.35'
•  4'to'5σ'detecMon'with'XMMDNewton'MOS''
•  Also'see'in'XMM'PN'CCDs'
•  Also'seen'in'Perseus'with'Chandra'at'2.2σ''

Bulbul'et'al'(2014)' Boyarsky'et'al'(2014)'

•  Perseus'indicaMon'at'2.3σ'with'XMM'
•  M31'indicaMon'at'3σ'with'XMM'
•  Combined'detecMon'~4σ"

Recent'claims'for'anomalous'XDray'lines'detected'from'nearby'DM'densiMes''

Signals'are'consistent'with'each'other'
Slides	  taken	  from	  	  
S.	  Horiuchi	  	  2014	  
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More'xIray'observaTons'

Present'and'Future'Neutrino'Physics'2014,'KITP' Shunsaku'Horiuchi' 24'

×  RiemerDSorensen'2014:'Milky'Way'[Chandra]'–'via'modeling'
×  Jeltema'&'Profumo'2014:'Milky'Way'[XMM]'–'via'modeling'
"  Boyarsky'et'al'2014b:'Milky'Way'[XMM]'
×  Anderson'et'al'2014:'81'galaxies'[Chandra],'89'galaxies'[XMM]'
×  Malyshev'et'al'2014:'8'satellite'dwarfs'[XMM]'
×  Tamura'et'al'2014:'Perseus'[Suzaku]'
"  Urban'et'al'2014:'Perseus'[Suzaku]'
×  Urban'et'al'2014:'Coma,'Virgo,'Ophiuchus'[Suzaku]'

# Bulbul'et'al'2014:''
"  73'galaxy'cluster'stack'[XMM]'
"  Perseus'[XMM]'
"  Perseus'[Chandra]'
×  Coma+Cen+Ophiuchus'[XMM]'
×  Virgo'[Chandra]'

Boyarsky'et'al'2014:''
"  Perseus'[XMM]'
"  M31'[XMM]'

# Contested'in:''
''''''''Bulbul'et'al'2014b'
''''''''Boyarsky'et'al'2014c'

Slides	  taken	  from	  	  
S.	  Horiuchi	  	  2014	  



How	  Do	  We	  Resolve	  This?	  

•  Stakes	  are	  high	  for	  discovery	  of	  dark	  maTer	  

•  Investment	  is	  high	  but	  could	  not	  resolve	  

•  A	  smoking	  gun	  is	  not	  enough	  
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Dark	  MaTer	  Velocity	  Spectroscopy	  
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What	  is	  Needed?	  
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•  Detect	  the	  line	  flux	  

•  Detect	  the	  velocity	  shim	  

•  Dis[nguish	  from	  other	  causes	  
	  



Solu[ons	  to	  the	  3.5	  keV	  line?	  

•  SXS	  -‐	  Astro-‐H	  
– 10-‐3	  resolu[on	  !	  
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I. Overview

I-3. Parameters

Properties SXS SXI HXI
SGD

(photo-abs)

SGD

(Compton)

Effective area

(cm2)

50/225

(@0.5/6 keV)

214/360

(@0.5/6 keV)

300

(@30 keV)

150

(@30 keV)

20

(@100 keV)

Energy range (keV) 0.3-12.0 0.4-12.0 5-80 10-600 40-600

Angular resolution

in HPD  (arcmin)
1.3 1.3 1.7 N/A N/A

Field of view

(arcmin2)
3.05x3.05 38x38 9x9

33x33 (<150 keV)

600x600

(>150 keV)

33x33 (<150 keV)
600x600

(>150 keV)

Energy resolution

in FWHM (eV)
5

150

(@6 keV)

< 2000

(@60 keV)

2000

(@40 keV)

4000

(@40 keV)

Timing resolution (s) 8x10-5 4 several x 10-5 several x 10-5 several x 10-5

Instrumental background

(/s/keV/FoV)

2x10-3/0.7x10-3 

(@0.5/6 keV)

0.1/0.1

(@0.5/6 keV)

6x10-3/2x10-4

(@10/50 keV)1

2x10-3/4x10-5

(@10/50 keV)2

1x10-4/1x10-5

(@100/600 
keV)

Table 2 Properties of ASTRO-H instruments (current best estimate)

Table 1 Properties of ASTRO-H telescopes (current best estimate)

Properties SXT HXT

Diameter (cm) 45 45

Focal length (m) 5.6 12

No. of nested shells 203 213

Reflector coating Au
Pt/C 

multilayer

Thermal shield

Al (0.03 µm)

+ polyimide 

(0.2 µm)

Al (0.03 µm)

+ PET(5 µm)

Properties SXT HXT

A
eff

 (cm2)
279/312

(@0.5/6keV)

338

(@30keV)

HPD (arcmin) 1.3 1.7

FoV (arcmin2)
22.22/19.82

(@0.5/6 keV)

6.42/5.32

(@30/50keV)

Stray-light
reduction rate

>99 (@30' 

off-axis)

>99 (@15'-

25' off-axis)

Thermal shield

transmission (%)

70

(@0.5keV)

92

(@5 keV)

3

14 layers, 21 layer

Astro-‐H	  quick	  reference	  



Modified	  Signal	  Calcula[ons	  

•  10-‐3	  resolu[on	  <=>	  Typical	  galac[c	  velocity	  	  
– Velocity	  effects	  become	  important!	  
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3

the Galactic and the extragalactic components,

I( , E) ⌘ dN

dAdTd⌦dE
(3)

=
⇢
�

R
�

4⇡ms⌧s
J ( )

dN

dE
+

⌦DM⇢c
4⇡ms⌧s

c

H
0

Z
dz

h(z)

dN

dE0

=
⇢
�

R
�

4⇡ms⌧s

✓
J ( )

dN

dE
+R

EG

Z
dz

h(z)

dN

dE0

◆
,

where ⌧s = 1/�s is the lifetime, ⇢
�

= 0.4GeV cm�3 is
the local dark matter mass density, R

�

= 8.5 kpc is the
Sun’s distance to the GC, and dN/dE = �(E � ms/2)
is the dark matter decay spectrum. The first term in
the bracket is the Galactic component. The so-called
J-factor, J ( ), is the integral of the dark matter mass
density ⇢ in the Milky Way halo along the line-of-sight,

J ( ) =
1

⇢
�

R
�

Z `
max

0

d` ⇢( , `) , (4)

where `max is the outer limit of the dark matter halo.
We assume the dark matter distribution is spherically
symmetric about the GC, hence

⇢( , `) = ⇢(r
GC

( , `)) = ⇢

✓q
R2

�

� 2 `R
�

cos + `2
◆

.

(5)
The value of `max di↵ers depending on the adopted
halo model, but the contribution to J ( ) from beyond
⇠ 30 kpc is negligible. We adopt `max = 250 kpc in this
work.

The second term in the bracket of Eq. (3) describes the
isotropic extragalactic component, where E0 = E(1+ z).
The factor R

EG

roughly compares the contribution of the
extragalactic component versus the Galactic component,
up to the shape of the energy spectrum.

R
EG

⌘ c

H
0

⌦DM⇢c
⇢
�

R
�

' 2 . (6)

Normally, the extragalactic component can be ignored
as typically the analysis region is chosen to be a small
patch of the sky where the Galactic component is much
larger (e.g., the GC, where J � 1). However, in our
case, the large FOV of the GBM makes the extragalactic
component non-negligible.

The dark matter density profile ⇢(r) of the Milky Way
is not precisely known, in particular at small Galactic
radius. We consider several fitting functions that cap-
ture the results of numerical simulations of dark matter
halo profiles, which can be parameterized by the follow-
ing form,

⇢↵��(r) = ⇢
�

✓
r

R
�

◆
�� 1 + (R

�

/Rs)↵

1 + (r/Rs)↵

�
(���)/↵

, (7)

where parameters for commonly used profiles are sum-
marized in Table I. Another profile favored by recent
simulations is the Einasto profile,

⇢Ein(r) = ⇢
�

exp

✓
� 2

↵E

r↵E �R↵
E

�

R↵
E

s

◆
, (8)

with ↵E = 0.17 and scale radius Rs = 20 kpc. These
profiles di↵er mainly at small Galactic radius. The first
three profiles have constant logarithmic slopes at small
radii, which are described by the � factor. The Einasto
profile has the same slope as the NFW profile at the scale
radius, but the slope decreases as the radius decreases.
In Fig. 1, we show the J-factor J ( ) for each dark mat-

ter profile as a function of the angle  viewed away from
the GC. The di↵erences between profiles are relatively
small, because the density ⇢ appears linearly in the de-
cay flux (as opposed to in the annihilation flux where the
density appears quadratically). We use the NFW profile
as our canonical profile in this work. As will be shown
in Sec. III B, the impact of varying the profile is minimal
after taking into account the detector response and the
FOV. Thus the sterile neutrino constraint obtained using
GBM is robust against dark matter profile uncertainties.
A crude estimate of the expected number of photons

⌫� per unit time T from Galactic dark matter decay is

d⌫�
dT

⇠ 20 s�1

✓
A

e↵

⌦

20⇡ cm2 sr

◆✓
J
60

2

◆
⇥

✓
sin22✓

10�11

◆⇣ ms

20 keV

⌘
4

, (9)

where we use representative values for the e↵ective area
and solid angle, the J-factor at  = 60�, J

60

, and a
nominal sterile neutrino mixing angle. It is immediately
clear that even a small fraction of the total Fermi-GBM
live time can yield significant number of signal photons.

III. INSTRUMENT AND SIGNAL MODELING

A. GBM Instrumentation

The GBM consists of 14 detectors: 12 NaI detec-
tors, each operating over energies from 8 keV to 1MeV,
and 2 BGO detectors, each operating over energies from
200 keV to 40MeV. The NaI detectors are located on the
corners and sides of the spacecraft, with di↵erent ori-
entations, and they together provide a nearly complete
coverage of the occulted sky. At any given time, typi-
cally 3–4 NaI detectors view the Earth within 60 degrees
of the detector zenith, i.e., their FOV is occulted by the
Earth.
Not all of the NaI detectors are best suited for dark

matter searches. At first consideration, det-0 and det-6
would seem to be the best detectors to use since they are
aligned close to the LAT zenith (' 20� o↵set). However,
we find that significant parts of the FOV of these two de-
tectors are actually blocked by the LAT itself. Also, half
of the detectors are pointed towards the Sun all the time,
and X-ray emissions from the Sun contaminate their low
energy spectrum. Lastly, some detectors are pointed side-
ways, i.e. ' 90� relative the LAT-zenith, which su↵er
large FOV blockage from the Earth. Ruling out these de-
tectors, only det-7 and det-9 seem to be suitable, which

2

Usual DM Decay Signal: The di↵erential intensity
(flux per solid angle) from DM with massm� and lifetime
⌧ = 1/�, decaying within the MW, is

dI( , E)

dE
=

�

4⇡m�
R

�

⇢
�

J ( )
dN(E)

dE
, (1)

where R
�

' 8 kpc and ⇢
�

' 0.4GeV cm�3 [29] are the
distance to the Galactic center (GC) and local DM den-
sity. (We neglect the cosmologically broadened extra-
galactic signal, which contributes negligibly in Astro-H’s
narrow energy bins.) J ( ) is the dimensionless, astro-
physical J-factor defined by the LOS integral

J ( ) ⌘ 1

R
�

⇢
�

Z
ds ⇢�(r[s, ]) , (2)

where  is the angle relative to the GC and is related
to Galactic longitude and latitude via cos = cos l cos b.
dN(E)/dE is the particle decay spectrum.

The above treatment assumes that the astrophysical
factor, J ( ), and the particle physics factor, dN(E)/dE,
are separable. However, for detectors with energy resolu-
tion . 0.1%, this approximation is not valid because rela-
tive velocities between source and observer, and therefore
the spectral shape, vary along the LOS.

Modified DM Spectrum: We calculate modifica-
tions to the signal, accounting first for broadening due
to DM velocity dispersion and second for shifts due to
bulk relative motion.

We take the DM halo of the MW to be spherically
symmetric, in steady state, and to have no appreciable
rotation. The last is expected from angular momentum
conservation, as the baryons from the proto-halo have
collapsed significantly, while the DM has not; this is con-
firmed by simulations [30, 31]. Thus, h~v�i = 0.

DM particles do have non-zero velocity dispersion, de-
termined by the total gravitational potential due to DM
and baryons [32, 33]. Assuming an isotropic velocity dis-
tribution (�v,r = �v,� = �v,✓, so the virial velocity is
�v ' p

3�v,r), the radial velocity dispersion of DM is

�2
v,r(r) =

G

⇢�(r)

Z Rvir

r
dr0 ⇢�(r

0)
Mtot(r0)

r02
, (3)

whereMtot(r) is the total mass within a radius r. Typical
values are �v,r ' 125 km s�1.

To calculate �v,r(r), we adopt the mass model of
Ref. [34], which fits a contracted DM and three-
component baryon mass profile to MW rotation curve
data. The choice of mass model is not critical; kinematic
results from other models agree within O(10%) [35].

The spectrum from a point along the LOS is the con-
volution of the intrinsic spectrum with the DM velocity
distribution at that point. We assume a Maxwellian ve-
locity distribution throughout the halo, which, at each

point, yields a Gaussian distribution of the LOS velocity
component. The modified spectrum from each point is

d eN(E, r[s, ])

dE
=

Z
dE0

dN(E0)

dE0

G(E � E0;�E0) , (4)

where G(E;�E) is a Gaussian of width �E = (E/c)�vLOS
.

Based upon observations of the LOS velocity distribution
of MW halo stars reported in [36], we take �vLOS(r) '
�v,r(r) which implies �E = (E/c)�v,r(r[s, ]).
The line shift follows from the LOS velocity, vLOS ⌘

(h~v�i � ~v
�

) · r̂LOS, where positive velocities indicate re-
ceding DM. For vLOS ⌧ c, the resultant energy shift is
�EMW/E = �vLOS/c.
The Sun follows a roughly circular orbit about the

GC in the direction toward positive Galactic longitude
at a speed v

�

' 220 km s�1 [37]. (Recent work suggests
v
�

& 240 km s�1 [38, 39], which would help our results.)
The spectrum is therefore shifted by �EMW(l, b)/E =
+(v

�

/c) sin l cos b, which changes sign with l. We neglect
the solar peculiar velocity as well as Earth and satellite
motions, all of which are . 10 km s�1 [40, 41].
The final expression for the modified spectrum, includ-

ing broadening and shifts, is therefore

dJ
dE

=
1

R
�

⇢
�

Z
ds ⇢�(r[s, ])

d eN(E � �EMW, r[s, ])

dE
,

(5)
so that Eq. (1) is altered by J ( ) dN(E)/dE !
dJ ( , E)/dE. The observed signal, which is the con-
volution of dJ /dE with the detector response, is nearly
Gaussian and has width �e↵ .

Modified Astrophysical Spectrum: The details are
slightly di↵erent for astrophysical signals.
The widths of astrophysical lines are primarily deter-

mined by the mass of the emitting atom and by the gas
temperature. For potassium at T = 2keV, the intrin-
sic line width is �gas ' 0.8 eV, comparable to Astro-H’s
goal resolution, �AH ' 1.7 eV. The intrinsic width is
weakly sensitive to the gas temperature (/ p

T); higher
gas temperatures give nearly identical results.
For the shift of an astrophysical signal, we must ac-

count for co-rotation within the MW disc. (While there
is a non-rotating, gaseous halo at the outskirts of the
MW, it is not hot enough to produce significant emis-
sion at 3.5 keV [5, 42, 43]). For simplicity, we assume all
baryons follow circular orbits about the GC with speed
vcirc(r) =

p
GMtot(r)/r. With this circular speed and

the hot gas distribution of Ref. [44], we compute the
spectral shift by integrating the signal along the LOS
with the contribution from each point weighted by the
gas density. We call this fiducial model G2.
Because the spatial and speed distributions of MW X-

ray gas are uncertain, we compare to models in Ref. [45]
with smaller and larger line shifts. G1 is based on the dis-
tribution of free e� [46] and the MW rotation curve [47].

Line	  dispersion	  

Line	  shim	  



Line	  flux	  detec[on	  
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At	  longitude	  =	  20	  degrees,	  la[tude	  =	  5	  degrees	  
2	  Ms	  exposure	  
	  
Signal	  events	  =	  44	  	  
	  
Background	  events	  =	  5	  +	  5	  +	  5	  =	  15	  
(due	  to	  cosmic,	  Galac[c,	  and	  detector	  backgrounds)	  
	  
More	  than	  9	  sigma	  



Line	  Shim	  Detec[on	  
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Line	  Shim	  Separa[on	  
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DM	  Velocity	  Spectroscopy	  
•  Extra	  handle	  for	  tes[ng	  line-‐like	  signal	  
– The	  “smoking	  gun”	  some[mes	  is	  not	  enough	  	  

•  Ideas	  generalize	  	  
	  keV	  to	  MeV	  to	  GeV	  
	  MW	  to	  M31	  and	  cosmology	  
	  Decay	  and	  annihila[on	  

	  
•  New	  way	  to	  probe	  velocity	  distribu[on	  of	  DM	  
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Future	  mission	  with	  ~10-‐3	  resolu[on	  
•  Athena	  (keV	  range)	  
– E-‐resolu[on	  2x	  beTer	  than	  SXS	  on	  Astro-‐H	  
– ~5x	  photon	  collec[ng	  area	  
– 2020-‐2030?	  

•  HERD	  (GeV-‐TeV)	  
– Photons	  and	  electrons	  
– 2020?	  
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Conclusions	  
•  X-‐ray	  observa[ons	  are	  powerful	  probes	  of	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Sterile	  neutrino	  Dark	  MaTer	  	  

•  Astro-‐H:	  increased	  sensi[vity.	  	  

•  Astro-‐H	  can	  test	  the	  origin	  the	  3.5	  keV	  line	  
– With	  DM	  Vel.	  Spectroscopy	  
	  

•  Technique	  is	  much	  more	  general	  
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